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1A/174 Forrest Parade, Rosebery

Surprise Package – More then you expected
This leafy 3 bedroom apartment is located within a secure complex that is
both modern and well maintained making it ideal for the single, couples,
young families or the downsizers alike. The complex is broken up into
several buildings with a grassy and tropical screen that divides them.
Features of the complex include a swimming pool, kids play area with soft
fall flooring, tropical gardens, secure intercom and parking under the
building for guests and residents alike.
This ground level apartment is tucked away in the rear of the complex
affording it unrivalled privacy. Inside is a long hallway that leads right
through to the open plan living, dining and kitchen areas at the back of the
home that open via double opening doors onto the back private courtyard.
These areas are tiled throughout with A/C and the kitchen is gourmet with
stone counters and a functional galley design with overhead storage and
island prep bench.
Three bedrooms are all well proportioned and include tiles, A/C and a built
in robe while the master also includes an ensuite bathroom. The second
bathroom is also well appointed and modern in design. Further to all this,
there is a large study nook which is ideal for the kids homework or as a
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second side courtyard entertaining area for you to use at your leisure. This
could be a functional space for hanging the clothes or as a side area for the
kids to ride bikes – the options are endless.
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